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THE MILLBROOK BED COMPANY GROUP OVERVIEW
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WHERE OUR JOURNEY

TO PERFECT SLEEP BEGAN

In 1946 when Walter Croll opened his small upholstery and bedding 

workshop in the Millbrook area of Southampton, majestic ships

from such famous lines as Cunard, P&O and Union Castle sailed

daily into Southampton Water.

The superb interiors of these vessels, which had made Britain’s 

passenger fleet a byword for luxury and elegance, demanded the 

highest standard of workmanship.

The craftsmanship of Walter Croll’s workshop soon began to win it

a growing number of orders from discerning customers, and when the 

Union Castle Line awarded Millbrook a contract to refurnish and carpet 

their entire fleet, the success of the young company was assured.

Since that time Millbrook has continued to grow and prosper

using the same key skills.

Our attention to quality and eye for detail has achieved us an enviable 

reputation around the world from luxury furniture and Contract Market 

Places both in Government and Corporate Sectors.

Whether we are building a luxury yacht interior or laying a floor, painting 

a vehicle or building the front door for the British Prime Minister at No.10 

Downing Street our goal is to provide a competitive price, for the best 

quality, delivered on time.

NEW YORK SOUTHAMPTON
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A ‘CAN DO ETHOS’ BUILT ON THE INVOLVEMENT

OF ALL AND A DESIRE TO SUCCEED

As a Company operating across 

Logistics, Manufacturing and the 

Contracting Sectors around the 

world for Private, Commercial and 

Government sectors, we pride 

ourselves on our capabilities and 

speed of response.

SPEED OF RESPONSE

Our mission is to always 

understand the needs and 

requirements of our customers 

and deliver the highest quality, 

cost effective solutions on time 

and in full with the highest levels 

of pro-activity and care

CUSTOMER NEEDS 1ST 

Our ethos is to be 100% mission 

focused to ‘get the job done’ 

regardless challenges and 

obstacles, whilst remaining 

focused on Integrity,

Environment and Safety of 

ourselves and those around us.

100% MISSION FOCUSED

We understand the importance

of constant team communication 

and the  involvement of our 

customers, staff and supply chain 

partners at every level.

COMMUNICATION LED

An attention to quality and detail 

has given us an enviable global 

reputation from Luxury Furniture 

and Contract Market Places in 

Government and Corporate Sectors

ATTENTION TO DETAIL

Management clarity and responsiveness.

On-going staff development

Production, Quality and Performance Control

Logistics and ‘Remote Location’ control

CORE SKILLS

Established in 1946, Millbrook is now a diversified Group with a turnover of £60+ 

million per year across different market places in the UK and around the world. 
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WE’VE BEEN MAKING BEDS BY HAND

IN ENGLAND SINCE 1946

Borne out of traditional craftsmanship, each Millbrook Bed is

individually and lovingly handmade in England using the finest natural 

fabrics and fillings, such as Hampshire wool, cotton, cashgora, and silk. 

From the nesting of individual pocketed springs, to the hand side-

stitching of each mattress, every stage in the making of our beds meets 

exacting standards of timeless quality.

A good night’s sleep is a vital part of a healthy life, promoting a well-

being both physical and mental. And so it follows that a luxuriously 

comfortable, well-made mattress is more than a piece of furniture,

it’s an investment in your well-being.

Unlock the secret to perfect sleep in a beautifully created Millbrook Bed.



THE NEW FOREST. HAMPSHIRE. ENGLAND. OUR HOME. OUR HERITAGE. OUR INSPIRATION.

All mattresses containing Hampshire 

wool from the black-faced sheep 

feature a single black tuft in the bottom 

right hand corner. This mark of quality 

tells the story that this mattress

has been hand made using only

British Hampshire wool. 

LOOK FOR THE BLACK TUFT

All the cotton we use is grown 

sustainably in the USA and spun 

and processed in the only surviving 

commercial cotton mill in the

United Kingdom. Today, the mill has 

been refurbished to create a state-of-

the-art cotton spinning facility.

ENGLISH FINE COTTON

Our springs are made from British 

steel by Leggett & Platt International 

Bedding Components, a worldwide 

leader in innerspring technology. Single 

or double layer pocket springs provide 

comfort with support, reducing partner 

disturbance and roll-together.

ENGLISH STEEL SPRINGS

British wool is unique as it has natural 

crimp along its staple length. This acts 

like nature’s own spring. The bounce, 

springiness and resilience is much 

sought after by manufacturers. Wool 

has improved thermal properties for a 

naturally more comfortable to sleep.

BRITISH WOOL

Sheep from the Hampshire Downs

can be recognised by their black face. 

Their wool is special as the milder 

climate means they produce a fleece 

that tends to be fuller and bulkier. 

Hampshire has been specially selected 

to make Millbrook mattresses. 

THE PERFECT FLEECE

Millbrook Beds is based on UK’s south 

coast near Southampton. The Solent is 

major shipping lane separating the Isle 

of Wight and mainland England. Just 

two hours south of London, we border 

the New Forest National Park and the 

Isle of Wight Area of Outstanding 

Natural Beauty.

THE SOLENT
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OUR BEDS - THE RECIPE FOR PERFECT SLEEP

Every Millbrook Beds mattress features 

traditional hand side stitching to 

secure the outer springs to the border 

preventing ‘roll-off’. This is a highly 

skilled and labour intensive operation. 

The difference this makes to the 

mattress is dramatic - preventing the 

distortion and extending the sleeping 

area right to the edge of the bed.

HAND SIDE STITCHING

By using natural fillings, we create a 

mattress which is truly sumptuous 

and luxurious. We also use TENCEL™ 

branded fibres, which are not only 

sustainable but are also know for their 

softness and breathability.

NATURAL FABRICS
AND FILLINGS 

Our complete range is chemical-free, 

offering 100% natural sleeping surfaces 

– no chemicals are used in the cotton

covers or in any of the natural fillings

of our mattresses.

CHEMICAL-FREE

Our unique zonal edge springing 

provides extra strength to the sides 

of the mattress, by applying two rows 

of firmer springs on either side,

this ensures no ‘roll-off’ and helps 

reduce sleep disturbance.

ZONAL EDGE SPRINGING

Our handmade mattresses and beds 

are designed in-house and use the 

finest materials and craftsmanship 

techniques for uninterrupted, perfect 

sleep. The details are so important that, 

even in an age of advanced automation,

we still take care of them by hand.

ATTENTION TO DETAIL

Pocket spring lie at the heart of our 

top-quality beds. Each spring is placed 

in its own individual pocket and 

joined all around isolating it from its 

neighbours, ensuring no ‘roll-together’. 

Double stacking and individually nested 

pocket springs provide superior levels 

of support. The top tier of the springs 

absorbs the majority of the weight 

whilst conforming to the body shape. 

INDIVIDUALLY NESTED
POCKET SPRINGS 
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MILLBROOK MATERIALS
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OUR HEART LIES IN SUSTAINABLE SLEEP

Sleeping soundly requires peace of mind and if you are

sleeping on a Millbrook Bed you can rest easy knowing that we

have an environmentally responsible approach to the sourcing

and sustainability of our raw materials.

 

Our fabrics and fillings come from sustainable sources,

such as cotton grown in the USA and locally sourced wool.

 

Our environmentally-friendly approach means we use a fully biological 

solution to treat mattress tickings to meet flame retardant standards

 

Nine million plastic bottles are currently re-purposed each year

for use in our mattress borders and headboards.

 

We only use wood and wood-based products from well-managed 

forests. All Millbrook Bed’s divans are constructed using timber 

from FSC®-certified forests. This international, non-governmental 

organisation is dedicated to promoting responsible management 

of the world‘s forests.  

 

Lie back and relax, reassured that in this ‘throw away’

world we live in, a Millbrook mattress has been lovingly

hand made to last 10 years or more.
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NATURAL, COMFORTABLE & COOL

THE BENEFITS OF WOOL

Wool is a natural fibre 

and unlike its synthetic 

counterparts, it is extremely 

breathable, helping you to 

keep cool and comfortable.

NATURAL COOLING

Wool offers a dry environment 

to dust mites – the exact 

opposite of what they like. 

it is also highly effective at 

repelling fungal spores.

HYPO-ALLERGENIC

Wool is a natural fibre 

and unlike its synthetic 

counterparts, it is extremely 

breathable, helping you to 

keep cool and comfortable.

HEAT REGULATION

Wool is 100% natural, renewable 

and biodegradable and does 

not contribute to micro plastic 

pollution in terrestrial or

marine environments.

SUSTAINABILITY

Wool helps dissipate the 

natural humidity that your 

body produces, helping keep 

you warm and comfortable 

without overheating.

HUMIDITY CONTROL

 Wool helps you to stay in 

stage 4 sleep (also known 

as “deep sleep”) for longer, 

helping you to wake feeling 

refreshed and ready to go.

SLEEP QUALITY



COOL, COMFORTABLE & CHEMICAL FREE

THE BENEFITS OF COTTON

Cotton is widely regarded 

as an excellent choice when 

it comes to comfort. It is 

naturally soft, smooth and 

feels amazing to the touch.

SOFT TOUCH

Cotton is a highly durable material 

that can provide a lifetime of 

quality sleep by helping to reduce 

sagging and extending the usable 

lifespan of the mattress.

DURABILITY

Cotton mattresses are 

beautifully soft. They provide a 

good cushioning effect which 

helps provide a comfortable 

and uninterrupted sleep. 

CUSHIONING

Cotton is sustainable, renewable, and 

biodegradable, making it an excellent 

choice as an environmentally-friendly 

fiber. All the cotton we use is grown 

sustainably in the USA.

SUSTAINABILITY

Cotton has a natural wicking 

property which absorbs the sweat 

of the sleeper. This helps to keep 

the skin dry and provide a cool

and comfortable sleep.

NATURAL WICKING

Our complete range is chemical-

free, offering 100% natural sleeping 

surfaces – no chemicals are used in 

the cotton covers or in any of the 

natural fillings of our mattresses.

CHEMICAL FREE
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GRANDEUR COLLECTION
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KEY FEATURES:

• 14,000 individually hand nested pocket springs 2,000 full size pocket springs arranged 
in two layers with 12,000 body contouring smaller comfort pocket springs 

• Featuring the unique zonal edge spring system 

• Traditional hand side stitching 

• Sumptuous viscose cotton cover 

• Layered with temperature regulating Fine English Spun Cotton, Hampshire Wool, Silk and 
cashgora 

• No chemicals have been used on our luxurious Viscose Cotton cover or 
sumptuous natural fillings 

• Handmade in the United Kingdom

MATTRESS SIZES: 

Single - Double - King - Super King - Z&L

Available tensions: Soft | Medium | Firm | Dual*

G R A N D E U R  1 4 0 0 0



KEY FEATURES:

• 2,000 individually hand nested pocket springs 2000 full size pocket springs

• Featuring the unique zonal edge spring system

• Traditional side stitching

• Sumptuous viscose cotton cover

• Layered with temperature regulating Fine English Spun Cotton, Elkbond and Hampshire Wool

• No chemicals have been used on our luxurious Viscose Cotton cover or
sumptuous natural fillings

• Available single sided and double sided

• Handmade in the United Kingdom

MATTRESS SIZES: 

Single - Double - King - Super King - Z&L

Available tensions: Soft | Medium | Firm | Dual*
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